Deep learning is playing a vital role in every field which involves data. It has emerged as a strong and efficient framework that can be applied to a broad spectrum of complex learning problems which were difficult to solve using traditional machine learning techniques in the past. In this study we focused on classification of protein sequences with deep learning techniques. The study of amino acid sequence is vital in life sciences. We used different word embedding techniques from Natural Language processing to represent the amino acid sequence as vectors. Our main goal was to classify sequences to four group of classes, that are DNA, RNA, Protein and hybrid. After several tests we have achieved almost 99% of train and test accuracy. We have experimented on CNN, LSTM, Bidirectional LSTM, and GRU.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last decade has witnessed the great success of deep learning as it has brought revolutionary advances in many application domains, including computer vision, natural language processing and signal processing. The key idea behind deep learning is to consider feature learning and classification in the same network architecture, and use back-propagation to update model parameters to learn discriminative feature representations. More importantly, many novel deep learning methods have been devised and improved classification performance significantly [1] , [8] , [12] .
DNA makes RNA, RNA makes amino-acids, amino-acid makes protein. This is known as central dogma of life. A DNA or RNA is made of Nucleotides, which are of four types (A, T/U, C, G). Nucleotide sequence is the combination of these nucleotides in a row. Three nucleotides combine to form codon which is building block of Amino Acids. The amino-acid then combines to form proteins. To make a protein at least 20 amino acids are necessary. Let's explain it with a real example. ATT are is a codon, which are basically three nucleotides. This codon represents aminoacid (isoleucine) represented by letter "I". TTT is another codon which represents another amino-acid (phenylalanine) and is represented by letter "F". These "IF" combines along with others to make protein. The letters in codon represent nucleotides while the letters in protein sequence represents amino acids. At least 20 amino-acid must combine to make one functional protein. The maximum number depends when machinery overcome a stop codon to stop making one protein.
The machinery may overcome a stop codon after 20 or may overcome after 500. the amino acid sequence determines the type of proteins. Many people have worked on classification of protein sequences. Lee et al. [7] targeted on learning an informative feature representation of protein sequence as the input of neural network models to obtain final predicting output of belonging protein family. Hou et al. [2] proposed a framework with deep 1D CNN (DeepSF) which is robust on both fold recognition and the study of sequence-structure relationship to classify protein sequence. Nguyen et al. [10] developed a framework with convolution neural network which used idea of translation to convert DNA sequence to word sequence as for final classification.
The revolution in machine learning particularly deep learning [4] - [6] made it possible to study and extract complex pattern from data in order to make the machine model more robust. Study of DNA in life sciences in an important factor to understand organisms. Current sequencing technologies made it possible to read DNA sequences with lower cost. DNA databases are increasing day by day and we need to use the power of modern computing to help understand the DNA. one of the most important and basic tasks is to classify DNA sequences.
This work focuses on classification of macromolecule based on amino acids sequences.
Within all lifeforms on Earth, from the tiniest bacterium to the giant sperm whale, there are four major classes of organic macromolecules that are always found and are essential to life. These are the carbohydrates, lipids (or fats), proteins, and nucleic acids. All of the major macromolecule classes are similar, in that, they are large polymers that are assembled from small repeating monomer subunits. Proteins are large, complex molecules that play many critical roles in the body. They are made up of hundreds or thousands of smaller units called amino acids, which are attached to one another in long chains. There are 20 different types of amino acids that can be combined to make a protein. The name of these 20 common amino acids are as follows: alanine, arginine, asparagine, aspartic acid, cysteine, glutamic acid, glutamine, glycine, histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalaine, proline, serine, threonine, tryptophan, tyrosine, and valine. The sequence of amino acids determines each protein's unique 3-dimensional structure and Macromolecule Classification Based on the Amino-acid Sequence.
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Carbohydrates are polymers that include both sugars and polymers of sugars, and they serve as fuel and building materials both within and outside of the cells. For instance, fructose and glucose are examples of carbohydrates which are essential to life. Nucleic acids are polymeric macromolecules that are essential for all known forms of life. The two types of nucleic acids are DNA and RNA, which are both found in nuclei of cells. They allow organisms to reproduce their complex components.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The interaction of Protein with protein, and protein with DNA/RNA play a pivotal role in protein function. Experimental detection of residues in protein-protein interaction surfaces must come from determination of the structure of proteinprotein, protein-DNA and protein-RNA complexes. However, experimental determination of such complexes lags far behind the number of known protein sequences.
Hence, there is a need for development of reliable computational methods for identifying protein-protein, protein-RNA, and protein-DNA interface residues. Identification of macromolecules and detection of specific amino acid residues that contribute to the strength of interactions is an important problem with broad applications ranging from rational drug design to the analysis of metabolic and signal transduction networks. Against this background, this project is aimed at developing a machine learning algorithm that identify the macros molecule types given the sequence of amino acid, and residue count.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Dataset
The dataset contains two files with a different number of entries. Figure.1 shows the first five rows of the file. The dataset has 467304 entries with five columns.
The second file is also arrange based on structureId. This file contains protein metadata i.e. resolution, extraction method, experimental technique, etc. this file has 141401 entries with 14 columns. We have evaluated this dataset and then preprocessed our required data. This file contains Sequences and type of macromolecule. There are more than 10 macro molecules used in this dataset but protein is widely used than the others. Figure 2 . Shows distribution of macro-molecule types. In our preprocessing step we have reduced the number of classes to four. We called all the hybrid protein macromolecules as only hybrid, regardless of what kind of hybrid structure it is, and the protein labelled as protein only. The figure 3 . Gives us detail of our new data. As when look at above dataset, the data is highly biased. The protein class contain almost 80% of the data while other classes have very less data. We carried out multiple experiments by checking both with normalized and nonnormalized data in Evaluation Section.
As we can easily classify the data into these four classes with information available in file one mentioned above so we didn't merge the second file as was discussed in proposal.
2) Preprocessing and Data Cleaning.
We checked the data for null values first. If any of the data instance had a null value, we were going to drop those data instances, fortunately there were no such rows.
We also checked for other special characters and remove it from the sequences. As discussed above the classes were then integrated and reduced to four classes.
We changed the vectors using two types of methods. The first one is we carried character out character level tokenization and changed the sequence to vectors. In the second one we first created trigrams from the sequences and then applied word to vector to convert sequence to vectors. We also changed the label to one hot vector.
B. Metrics
All the models were evaluated based on the following four metrics. Along with that for each model we also draw the learning and loss curves of training and testing to see the behavior of each module. The confusion matrix was also drawn to get more clearer insights. 
IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study we have tested different models and came up with best having highest training and testing accuracy. In this section I will first explain our best model and then will move on to additional experiments. The results of all these models are exhibited in the evaluation section.
1) Best Model: (Convolutional Neural Network)
Architecture: The model has an embedding layer to learn the representation, followed by convolution layer which extracts features, each convolution layer is followed by maxpooling layer. The features extracted are then flattened and passed through dense layers. Batch normalization is also carried out before feeding it to final output layer. Figure 5 . Shows the overall model while figure 7 . Shows detail of the model. In this model first data is passed through embedding layer, then features are obtained through convolution layer, these features are then passed through a maxpooling layer and then fed into LSTM layers. The output of LSTM layers, which then gives the output. Figure.9 shows architecture of a CNN-LSTM. Figure 10 gives the detail overview of our CNN-LSTM model. Our model has single convolution layer, followed by maxpooling layer, and then two LSTM layers. The final which I tested was a GRU Model details of which can be seen in in figure 11 . It has two convolution layers, followed two GRU layers. The results of this model is shown in Evaluation section. On normalized dataset Test accuracy is 98.8. and Training accuracy is 99.2. while that on non-normalized dataset is Test accuracy is 97.3. and Training accuracy is 98.72. there is little difference between both. To know more details, we then plotted the training and test learning curve of the model. Figure 11 .a shows training and test learning curves of the model on non-normalized data while 11.b shows training and test learning curves of the model on normalized data. The learning curve of normalized shows that near 15 epochs it has achieved highest accuracy, while the accuracy of nonnormalized took many epochs but didn't, achieved accuracy of earlier one. To further dig out the details we draw the confusion matrices of both. The confusion matrix of non-normalized shows that many of the DNA and RNA class is classified as hybrid class. In normalized almost all the classes are predicted with almost 100% accuracy. Finally, we calculated the precision, accuracy, F1 score and support of both. From the table below the precision clearly show us the difference between Non-normalized and normalized. The model with non-normalized has precision for DNA class 0.86, for RNA 0.88 and for hybrid is 0.99 while the Normalized one all of them are above 0.97. Figure 15 shows confusion matrix, the most mis-classified class is the hybrid, which is classified as either DNA or protein. Figure 16 . Confusion Matrix Figure 16 shows the evaluation metrics, the hybrid class has lowest accuracy and recall, followed by DNA and protein. The RNA has highest precision, recall and F1 score. The model was trained for 50 epochs and has overall train accuracy of 88.473 and test accuracy of 79.64. fig.17 shows th at test accuracy remains almost the same after 30 epochs.
Figure 18. Training and Loss curves
Confusion matrix of this model has the same behavior as earlier model. The hybrid class has bigger tendency to be miss classified.
Figure 19. Confusion matrix
In Comparison with model Bi-directional LSTM, the DNA and protein has improved in term of Precision but Hybrid remains the same. The recall of DNA and protein has dropped while that of hybrid has improved a bit. The model was trained for 50 epochs and has overall training a ccuracy of 95.73 and testing accuracy of 90.419. from the tren d in figure 21 . its clear that if the model is trained for long, we can increase the accuracy.
Confusion matrix of this model shows that the model has overall better performance in classification of all classes. From the evaluation metric figure 22 we see that Protein and RNA has high precision while DNA has much high recall. Hybrid has still low classification performance than other classes but still with this model we have attained much higher improvement than model 2 and 3. Table below shows accuracy comparison of all the models described below. CNN model has so far achieved the best and highest accuracy and precession. In terms of recall the CNN-GRU overperform CNN model.
Figure 21. Confusion Matrix and Evaluation metrics of GRU
5) Comparison of models:
Model
Accuracy 
4) CONCLUSION
In area like computer vision and NLP, deep learning is performing well. We used NLP techniques here to classify the protein sequences. We achieved much better results on basis of accuracy and precision. The CNN and CNN-FRU model has better performance than other models. Although we didn't train the models for long epochs because of time constraints but even training for limited epochs we obtained high accuracy with CNN. More ever the data is highly non-normalized. The models perform much better when the data is normalized. The future work includes using the original dataset and classifying the data into original 13 classes of data.
